Understand the extreme volatility in the market is important for the investor to make a correct prediction. This paper evaluated the performance of generalized lambda distribution (GLD) by comparing with the popular probability distribution namely generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized logistic (GLO), generalized pareto (GPA), and pearson (PE3) using Kuala Lumpur composite index (KLCI) stock return data. The parameter for each distribution estimated using the L-moment method. Based on k-sample Anderson darling goodness of fit test, GLD performs well in weekly maximum and minimum period. Evidence for preferring GLD as an alternative to extreme value theory distribution also described.
INTRODUCTION
Market risk defined as the chance of loss or lower financial return from the share market. Investors tend to manage market risk actively because they want profitable returns. However, this volatility in the stock market is difficult to guess and may be influenced by an economic update (Chen, et al. 1986 ). For this, it is important for them to understand extreme volatility in the market to make a correct prediction. For that having proper probability distribution can produce an accurate estimate and improves risk management. In modeling stock returns, distribution assumption used is essential to create a good approximation. Risk measurement tools such as Value at Risk (VaR) and Expected shortfall (ES) estimate losses based on the quantile negative returns seen more efficient if the assumption used for distribution is correct. Study on the importance of the assumptions used for VaR distribution by Danielsson, et al. (1998) stated that the distribution of inappropriate assumptions produce inaccurate estimates and eventually carries the loss risk to investors.
Initially, stock returns typically are assumed distributed in a normal family. However, this assumption is no longer relevant because the available properties of the distribution of extreme stock returns in contrast to the normal distribution (NOR) which is fat-tailed (Fama 1965; Gray and French 1990; Peiró 1994; McDonald and Xu 1995; Theodossiou 1998; Harris and Küçüközmen 2001) . Starting from the middle of the 1996 modeling extreme stock returns directed to extreme values theory EVT method (Longin 1996; Broussard and Booth 1998; Embrechts, et al., 1999; Longin 2000; Carvalhal and Mendes, 2003; Jondeau and Rockinger 2003) . GEV distribution that can represent the extreme limit parameter equation of three distribution Fréchet, Gumbel, and Weibull used as a basis for an estimation of extreme events. They estimate VaR by applying extreme value theory EVT to model the tail of the distribution (Danielsson and de Vries, 1997; McNeil 1998; Longin 2000; McNeil and Frey 2000) . Recently, many studies highlighting generalized logistic (GLO) distribution is the best compared GEV in explaining volatility extreme stock returns, see (Gettinby, et al., 2004; Tolikas and Brown 2006; Tolikas 2008; Tolikas and Gettinby 2009; Tolikas 2014) . Hussain and Li (2015) take part by analyzing stock returns data in China found that the GLO distribution fit extreme minimum returns very well while GEV distribution performs for extreme maximum returns. Among the studies that model extreme stock returns using Kuala Lumpur composite index (KLCI) data series is Hasan, et al. (2012) focus only on GEV distribution. Zin, et al. (2014) analyzed several distributions namely gumbel, generalized extreme value (GEV), generalized logistic (GLO), generalized pareto (GPA), lognormal (GNO) and pearson (PE3) distributions and found that GPA and PE3 distribution are the best in explaining stock returns KLCI for the period of maximum weekly and monthly respectively. Tukey (1962) introduced GLD distribution which was later updated by Ramberg and Schmeiser (1974) . This distribution was found to have an excellent flexibility to generate parameter estimation. Distribution GLD widely applied in various fields such as meteorology (Öztürk and Dale 1982) , process control statistics (Pal, 2004; Fournier, et al., 2006) , income population (Tarsitano 2004) , and the exchange rate (Corlu and Meterelliyoz 2014 ) . Ability to use GLD to analyze stock returns increasingly recognized by researchers see (Corrado 2001; Chalabi, et al., 2010; Corlu, et al. 2016) .
Based on these work it has motivated us to concentrate on the GLD, GEV, GLO, GPA, and PE3 distribution where these distributions has demonstrated exceptionally viable in clarifying the extreme event in environmental studies. This study is an extension of the existing research with the addition of GLD. Analysis of extreme stock market return using GLD are still not comprehensive and should have more attention. GLD distribution performance compares with other popular distributions such as GLO, GEV, GPA, and PE3 distribution still unknown and we will discuss the gap that remains in the scientific literature in this study. The focus of this study was to assess the
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performance of GLD in modeling the distribution of extreme stock returns KLCI by comparing it with GEV, GLO, GPA, and PE3 distribution. The first contribution of this study is we have examined GLD capabilities in explaining extreme stock return volatility that has been less noted. Second, we compared the performance of GLD with other traditional distribution in extreme stock return using several approach namely l-moment ratio diagrams (LRD), k-sample AndersonDarling test (k-ad), and analysis of tail distribution. Figure 3 present normal QQ plot for daily log price index returns. It is crystal clear that the data is untouchable with the normal QQ line particularly in the upper and lower tail daily price return, indicating the data series are not normal and have a fat tail, we will further discuss this in section 3.4. Thus, it strengthens our claim that the data series should be estimated using GLD, GEV, GLO, GPA, and PE3 distribution. Table 1 is a summary statistics for daily and weekly maximum and minimum stock price return. Daily data series recorded the lowest return -24.153% and the highest 20.817%. Interestingly, both maximum and minimum return recorded in the year 1998 during economic crisis. The mean for daily return still positive 0.004% and the standard deviation is 1.389%. Skewness to measure distribution symmetriness is 0.426 expressing the tail inclined to the right. Significant kurtosis value of 53.503 proves that the distribution is fattailed and not normal. Focus on weekly series, negative mean values is recorded for minimum series return on the other hand positive mean value for the maximum series. The standard deviation value almost the same as maximum and minimum return recorded around 1.6% explain that the price returns volatility are not so noticeable between the maximum and minimum weekly series. High kurtosis for the weekly minimum return recorded at 73.343 gave the information that the distribution for this period is fat-tail. Note that the kurtosis value greater for minimum return series than maximum return series indicating a tail distribution is fatter for the minimum return case and extreme returns prone to occur on a minimum return series. Jarque-Bera test (JB) conducted to see the normality of the data dispersions. High JB value and significant p-value indicating that the data series for daily and weekly return did not follow a normal distribution. Here we notice that JB value is getting smaller when the observations size decrease. Furthermore, JB for the weekly maximum and minimum return showed greater JB value in minimum returns indicating high abnormality return for minimum series than maximum.
Data
Next section described the methodology including block maximaminima (BMM), probability density function, estimation methods, and goodness of fit test. 
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we explain the method used start with how the weekly minimum and maximum data series obtained from KLCI daily data series. Second, we described probability density function, quantile function and cumulative distribution function for each of the considered distribution. L-moment estimation method and goodness of fit test also presented.
Block maxima minima
Weekly return series in this study obtained through BMM where the maximum and minimum weekly series issued following a decided blocks of 5 days. This method can be expressed using mathematical equations as follows:
n R R R is daily price returns, n represent the total of the observed sample while m is block length. According to Hussain and Li (2015) , this method is merely adequate in modeling extreme volatility for a given period. Hence, in this study, we apply this approach for obtaining weekly maximum and minimum block return.
The distributions
The probability density function, quantile function, and cumulative distribution function for each distribution that we consider in this study are as given in Table 2 . Where x denotes the observed values of the random variable, f(x) is the probability density function, x(F) is the quantile function, and F(x) is the cumulative distribution function. β is a location parameter represent mean value, α are scale parameters describe as standard deviation, κ and h are shape parameters define the tail fatness. Note that we also include normal distribution (NOR) information in Table 2 since we will use this distribution in the analysis of tail distribution. 
The estimation method
We use L-moment method (LMOM) for parameter estimation instead of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) since redundancy problem will appear in MLE method especially for models with many parameters. L-moment is linear combination of probability weighted moments (PWM). The concept of PWM described by Greenwood, et al. (1979)  is a measure of kurtosis (LCk). L-moment is brief statistics for probability distribution and data samples.
The goodness of fit test
To examine the goodness of fit estimation, we apply L-moment ratio diagram (LRD) and K-sample Anderson-Darling (k-ad) Test.  point with the distribution curve. LRD curve equation for each distribution are as Table 3 .
L-moment ratio diagram
We can see that only L-moment ratio for NOR written in term of the point while GLD, GLO, GEV, GPA and PE3 distribution are written in term of equations forming the curve. Note that we obtain LRD equation for GLD by simplifying the equations derived by Karvanen and Nuutinen (2008) , while GLO, GEV, GPA, and PE3 LRD equation we follow Hosking (1990) .
K-sample Anderson darling test
K-sample Anderson-Darling (k-ad) test introduced by Scholz and Stephens (1987) is the generalization of the two-sample AndersonDarling test. We take the advantages of mild parametric model assumptions on k-ad test to identify the best distribution performance in estimating the price return where this test could recognize the similarity and difference between two sample by taking into account the sensitivity at the tail. Another reason why we apply k-ad test instead of regular Anderson-Darling test is since GLD does not have closed form of PDF and CDF and it can only define in an inverse distribution function. A study conducted by Viglione, et al. (2007) compared the homogeneity tests for regional frequency analysis using k-ad test found that this test recommended for high skewness data. In this study, we proceed with k-ad test and the formula as the following: Fx , where 01 ik    . k-ad test statistic signifies the difference between experimental and pooled samples value thus small k-ad test value means the differences are small and we can state that the distribution properly fitted the data.  and L-kurtosis 4  . Note also overlap between distribution curve gld1 and GPA due to both distributions have same properties. Overall, GLO curve distribution is the nearest to L-moment ratio point 34 and  for weekly maximum and minimum return excludes sub period-3 weekly maximum interval where this L-moment ratio point close to GEV distribution curve. Bear in mind, none of the LRD curves close to the daily L-moment ratio point. Also, LRD point for the NOR outcast all the data series. Hence, only weekly minimum and maximum interval considered in the further analysis and we omit NOR in next kad test.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Extreme minimum return
To determine the goodness of fit each of the distribution in describing price return volatility, we estimate overall and sub period weekly maximum and minimum return using GLD, GLO, GEV, GPA and PE3 distribution. Our focus is to identify the best distribution. Therefore we only showed the k-ad test result in Table 5 to examine the similarity between empirical and fitted data. The null hypothesis for kad test define as empirical and fitted data is homogenous and recall that lower k-ad value denotes the estimation getting sufficient. Referring Table 5 , GLO and GLD distribution shows insignificant p-value at 5%
  for all period indicating empirical and the fitted data are homogenous and the remaining distribution GEV, GPA, and PE3 displayed a significant p-value signifies empirical and fitted data come from different distribution.
Our result suggests that GLD is performing better than GLO in the overall weekly minimum return period with proof of lower k-ad test value 0.29709 for GLD less than 1.5648 for GLO. Meanwhile, for the sub-period return 1,2,3,4, and 5 recommend that the empirical and fitted data is not the same due to the significance of the p-value rejecting the hypothesis null suggest that GPA distribution is not suitable to estimate minimum weekly return. Once again, GLD emerged as the best distribution for the weekly minimum returns with smaller k-ad test value compared with others distribution. In summary, GLD is excellent in explaining the extreme weekly minimum return event for the overall and the sub period. Next section we present the result for maximum weekly returns.
Extreme maximum return Table 6 shows k-ad test result for maximum weekly price return series. Based on the overall period only GLD and GLO distribution have insignificant p-value means exist a similarity between empirical and the fitted price return. On the other hand, GEV, GPA, and PE3 have nonhomogenous empirical and the fitted data. Important to emphasize that the GLD perform way better than GLO with smaller k-ad test value 0.43455 compare to 2.0893. Move to the sub period, notice that GLD again give good estimation with the lowest k-ad test value for each of the subinterval compared with other distributions. Nice to highlight that this finding is opposed to the previous result in the last section LRD analysis in Figure 4 where we have found that GEV is the most suitable distribution in estimating weekly maximum return for the sub-period 3 as L-moment ratio close to the GEV curve distribution. This inconsistency between LRD and k-ad test may be due to the complexity of the GLD properties with two different pairs values of 3 4 and   by assuming either one to become zero lead to an unclear decision. Based on k-ad test we may conclude that GLD is the finest in estimating overall and sub-period for weekly maximum and minimum series return.
Analysis of tail distribution
Value at risk (VaR) operated at the end of the tail distribution could provide very useful potential losses information measured in term of probability. In this section, we consider analysis at the tail distribution on GLD, GLO, GEV, GPA, PE3, and NOR to investigate which of the distribution give better estimation at the tail. Note that, in this analysis again NOR considered as the comparing accuracy evidence at the upper and lower tail part for each of the series interval. Table 7 and 8 shows the probability of the weekly minimum and maximum return obtainable at the tail of the distribution according to eight different intervals for overall weekly minimum and maximum data series. Note that minimum interval located at the negative side or lower tail on the contrary maximum interval at the positive side or upper tail. Mean  , and the standard deviation  , are calculated based on the overall weekly minimum and maximum data series respectively.
In this analysis, we compare the actual probability return expressed as obs with the fitted probability return for GLD, GLO, GEV, GPA, PE3, and NOR. We consider NOR in this analysis so that we can verify the estimation ability at the upper and lower tail. From Table 7 , we can say that both GLD and GLO performed well in capturing risk at the lower tail when the fitted and actual probability return display almost similar result. For example, the probability of the price return for actual data lies at the central interval   1 , 2      is 5.541% and it is close to GLD and GLO distribution estimation when both of the distribution has successfully capture 4.925% and 5.189% respectively. On the other hand, GEV, GPA, PE3, and NOR poorly estimate the tail by obtaining greater probability return than the actual percentage that is 7.124%, 13.017%, 7.212% and 7.564% respectively. Furthermore, all of the studied distribution excluding GPA and NOR provide nearly similar percentage at the lower tail interval specifically
Based on Table 8 , weekly maximum case return shows a similar pattern with the previous minimum case return where GLD and GLO again give an outstanding result.This two distribution capture almost same percentage return with the observed data for each of the interval. Also, clearly we found that GEV, GPA, PE3, and NOR give bad prediction at the center tail distribution range by overestimating the price return. Moving to the upper tail interval particularly we can see here GLD, GLO, GEV, GPA, and PE3 distribution give more or less same arrangement with the actual percentage. NOR failed to capture extreme maximum return at the upper part of the tail distribution due to zero percentage value starting from   3 , 4      approaching high tail interval. Interestingly, GPA distribution shows better prediction at the upper tail for maximum return unlike at previous minimum return case. Consequently, based on the lower and upper tail analysis we may say that GLO and GLD give an adequate probability prediction especially at the central part of the distribution. Also, the assumption for minimum and maximum weekly return as NOR should be removed from the analysis since it miscarries the calculation. Figure 5 and 6 demonstrate plot distributions curve for weekly minimum and maximum price return to clarify upper and lower tail event. Note that we focus on the lower value for the minimum return and the upper value for maximum return.
From Figure 5 we found that GPA fitting curve distribution diverts from empirical data denotes GPA fail to predict minimum weekly price return adequately.Meanwhile, NOR and PE3 cannot predict extreme returns at the lower tail since the curve fails to reach smaller return. Although the distribution curve for the GLD, GLO, and GEV are overlapped between one to another indicating a very similar pattern for each of the distribution, GLD found to be more accurate in predicting minimum price return when the curve finds to be more closer to the empirical data compare to GLO and GEV distribution. 
